DRR and Health EDRM frameworks

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015 - 2030

Health
Emergency and Disaster Risk Management Framework

World Health Organization
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Research Network establishment

Identified and addressed five key research needs

Global collaborative activities towards country benefit
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Relevant research needs identified and addressed five key areas:

- Global collaborative activities towards country benefit
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Identified and addressed five key research needs

Global collaborative activities towards country benefit

“Building Bridges for Disaster Preparedness and Response”

President Shinichi NAKAYAMA, M.D., Ph.D.
Date 16th - 18th Oct. 2018
Venue Seaside Hotel Maiko Villa Kobe
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Identified and addressed five key research needs

Global collaborative activities towards country benefit

Collaborative efforts towards benefit
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Global collaborative activities towards country benefit
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- Identified and addressed five key research needs
- Global collaborative activities towards country benefit
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Research Network establishment

WHO guidance on research methods for health emergency and disaster risk management

Revised 2022
Research Method Guidance
Living reference for broad audience

WHO guidance on research methods for health emergency and disaster risk management
Revised 2022

Materials for Knowledge Hub on Research Methods on Health EDRM
(Developed in partnership with Evidence Aid)

- Chapters
- Webinars
- Chapter Videos
- Podcasts

- Online learning materials
- International and inter-regional joint webinars
- Translation into local languages
Invitation to the Research Network

---

I am interested to register WHO Thematic Platform for Health Emergency and Disaster Risk Management (and its Research Network)

Name:
Title:
Institute/Organization:

Note: Responding to your email, the registration form and related documents will be sent shortly.

sent from my iPhone